Selected Risk and Skill Analytics
based on predictive Statistical Equity Risk Models built to isolate active contribution from passive
differences, that explain 97% of out-of-sample variance and - uniquely - statistically prove persistent skill

Skill Analytics
Components of Incremental Return Isolate Passive returns (consistent passive exposure
differences with benchmark), Timing returns (changes in passive exposures from long term
average), and Security-selection returns.
This fund (VDIGX) has top five percentile security selection skill, despite significantly
underperforming the benchmark:

Predictive Skill Metrics Properly measured, past performance is a predictive indicator of
future performance.
Managers with top (bottom) decile security selection performance during the prior
three years are approximately twice as likely to deliver positive (negative) security
selection performance as not over subsequent three years.

Position-sizing Performance The difference between actual security-selection return and
the return which would have been achieved if all positions had been equal weighted.
Significant position-sizing losses are an indication of an over-capitalized manager.
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Risk Analytics
Current Absolute Risk Risk (expected volatility of portfolio returns) due to systematic factor
exposures and idiosyncratic security risk.

Current Risk Relative to benchmark Relative risk (expected volatility of portfolio returns
relative to the benchmark/tracking error) due to systematic passive exposures and idiosyncratic
security risk. Monitoring this risk accomplishes the following:
•
Ensures that managers take sufficient security selection risk to justify active fees.
•
Identifies one-third of managers who are closet indexers, taking so little active risk
that they are unlikely to generate active returns to clients, even if highly skilled.

Passive factors are market, sector, and style ETFs. Residuals are isolated security-selection impacts.

Manager Contribution to Portfolio Risk both absolute risk and variability of return
relative to benchmark (tracking error)
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Current Risk Exposures Passive exposures ranked by their expected contribution to
portfolio risk (absolute) and relative risk/tracking error (relative)
For this fund, two ETFs could offset over 75% of the tracking error not due to security selection.

Historical Point-in-Time Market, Sector, and Style Risk Exposures

Significant Historical Risk Exposures
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Current Individual Security Contributions to Risk Top-ten securities shown ranked by
expected contribution to relative risk (tracking error)

Current and Historical VaR Expected value at risk for various horizons/ probability of loss

Stress Tests Expected portfolio performance under various return scenarios. Any custom

stress tests are readily available
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